
THINKING BIG AND SELECTING 
BREAKTHROUGH IDEAS 

OVERVIEW 

Despite our best intentions and efforts to be creative and open-minded, it can be 
difficult to get into ideas and areas that just don’t look realistic.  As a result we 
miss out on wonderful possibilities because they don’t seem feasible or practical. 
This is the milieu, the world in which we work and we need help to be able to think 
widely and deeply and creatively from within it.   

That is what you will learn in this course which may change how you see the 
world and lead your people. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Learn how to properly and fully evaluate ideas and on what criteria to do so.

2. Become good at staying open-minded rather than only spotting what won’t
work.

3. Develop the know-how and skills to see the value in all ideas even if at first look
they seem bad or even crazy.

4. Become a champion of fresh ideas and promoter of innovative thinking by how
you welcome and consider all ideas.

5. Become familiar with a process to develop big ideas and make them feasible
and practical.



 

 

LESSONS 
 

1. Introduction 
1. Welcome 
2. Objectives 
3. Course Format 

 
2. Who Decides… and When… and How?. 

 
3. Two Powerful Idea Selection Processes 

 
4. The Power of the Idea Matrix 

 
5. Stop Playing Safe and Small 

 
6. Test for Understanding 

 
7. Final Review 

1. Final Message and New Paradigm 
2. Leadership Tool 
3. Summary of Course Learnings (PDF) 
4. References 

 

DURATION 
 

While you could take this course in less than a half-hour, it is our recommendation 
that it be taken over the course of few days to allow you to reflect on learnings, 
check your understand, discuss it with others (or with a Maybe consultant.)  

This will help to ensure that you come to the group session well equipped to make 
a big contribution to the meeting and ensure that the learnings are applied to 
enrich and improve your daily work and life. 


